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Proprietary SCADA Systems Constrain Growth
Proprietary systems use
communication protocols that are
unique, meaning they won’t work
with standard, open architecture
protocols.

Making meeting your future needs difficult and expensive
SCADA systems today come in many brands, styles, and capabilities. There
are PLC-based systems, DCS-based systems, non-intelligent types, and others.
However, the more important criteria for you to consider is whether or not the
type you’re considering is proprietary.
Proprietary systems use communication protocols that are unique, meaning they
won’t work with standard, open architecture protocols. Also, they are typically
supplied and supported by a single vendor. This locks you in for replacement,
service, and expansion to a vendor you may find unsuitable later on.
Open protocol systems give you a choice of vendors, allowing to to find one
whose performance is satisfactory. They also give you the opportunity to buy
equipment directly from suppliers, thus maintaining independence with
the product you own. Getting the best long-term value for your SCADA
dollar requires that you make good decisions at the outset of your system’s
implementation.

Choices
ScalableSCADA is comprised of non-proprietary products that make up a
standard RTU line, complete with numerous choices.

“30 Billion things will be connected
on the web by 2020, changing the
way we live and do business.”
Cisco IBSG

•

Communication protocol: cellular, radio, modem, or direct line.

•

The standard enclosure is NEMA 4X fiberglass, but there are options for
NEMA 12 and NEMA 4X stainless steel

•

Other options include I/O, modems, cellular modems, and keypad
terminals. Standard features include built-in serial and Ethernet ports, builtin Web pages, and built-in data logging with FTP transfer to your server.

•

If you choose a built-in telephone modem, you may also program the unit
to do alarm dialing and annunciation of alarms.

Radio Path Survey & Field Testing Services
There are many challenges in designing a wireless SCADA system. One is the
verification of the radio paths and related characteristics that are planned for a
system. This involves checking paths, elevations, and frequencies for all sites in the
system to assure that performance standards are met.

Our technicians are certified by the
International Society of Automation,
meaning they have the highest degree of
experience and training available.

Our radio path survey service involves combining all site data, which includes
GPS coordinates, function, information being monitored, type of power,
and planned communication mode, with topography software to generate a
topographical overview of the system. Type of transmission, gain, antenna height
and radio power are factored in to produce a path profile that identifies potential
blockages, proper antenna height, and received signal strength.
A mobile antenna is then used at each site, connected to a laptop with analysis
software to simulate design characteristics to analyze signal strength for an accurate
picture of signal-to-noise conditions.

ISA Certified
Our technicians are certified by the International Society of Automation,
meaning they have the highest degree of experience and training available. The
ISA Certified Control Systems Technician Program (CCST) offers third-party
recognition of technicians’ knowledge and skills in automation and control.

CSIA Certified
Earning Control Information Systems Integrators certification means that our
business and service practices meet the standards for best practices in the systems
integration industry. We believe strongly in raising the bar for the performance of
our industry, and being CSIA certified is one way we support that goal.

CERTIFIED

Steps to Building Your Wireless SCADA System
•

Choose a Communication Type: cellular, UHF, VHF, 928/952 mHz MAS,
and spread spectrum options are available.
–

If cellular, determine service availability/quality at site locations

–

If radio, commission a Radio Survey: determine the best locations,
paths, elevations, and frequencies for all sites in your network.

•

Commission an Enclosure: Multiple NEMA-rated enclosure types are
available to meet any application requirement.

•

Choose a Controller: select the controller that provides the power and
features you need from our available options.

•

Choose Additional I/O: match the I/O quantity and type to each specific
application.

•

Add Surge Protection: additional signal surge protection is available to
augment the standard RF surge protection.

•

Choose an Interface Device: select an interface type, Ethernet or serial.

•

Choose Accessories: do you need a display, keypad, or other accessory?

Choices Are Important
The usefulness, economy, and value of your wireless SCADA system in tomorrow’s
environment will be determined by the choices you make today. Don’t let your
growth be strangled by the artificial constraints of proprietary systems.
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